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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Beautiful, ambitious studio
executive Amanda Anderson is used to getting her way in Hollywood, even if that means
occasionally using her fiery temper to manipulate those around her. What she is not used to, on the
other hand, is being asked out for coffee by a man as devastatingly handsome as up-and-coming
actor Braxton Carter. In spite of her attraction to him, Amanda is doubtful of his intentions and she
blows him off. But after an inept valet wrecks her car and Braxton offers her a ride home, she finds
herself inviting him in and cooking dinner for him. A passionate kiss leaves her yearning for more,
but what truly sets her blood racing is the quiet, confident dominance which he makes no effort to
hide. Braxton soon proves more than ready to take control of Amanda in a way no one else ever
has, and when she throws an unexpected tantrum, he warns her in no uncertain terms that in the
future he will not hesitate to bare her bottom and spank her soundly if he feels it necessary....
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Reviews
It is really an awesome ebook that we actually have actually study. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Colema n O r tiz
It in just one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You will not really feel monotony at at any moment of your time
(that's what catalogues are for about when you check with me).
-- Ma tteo Tor p
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